This is What You Will Need For The Penguin Place Interactive
Birthday Card

Paper
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼”
2 pieces of Rich Razzleberry Cardstock cut to 4” x 5 ¼ ”
1 piece of Basic White cut 3 ¾” x 5” for inside sentiment
Cut 2 circle borders of Rich Razzleberry Cardstock using the 1st and 3rd largest smooth
circle dies, (tape dies together and once spaced evenly) place on cardstock sharp edge
next to cardstock and run through the die cutting machine
Cut 2 solid circles of Rich Razzleberry cardstock using the largest smooth circle die
Cut two strips of Rich Razzleberry 1” x 8” each
Cut one piece of Rich Razzleberry Cardstock to 1” x 3 ½” to stamp sentiment on
Cut the stripped piece from the Penguin Playmates 12” x 12” Designer Series Paper ( free
with $50.00 purchase) to 3 ¾” x 5” and cut a circle, using the 2nd largest smooth circle
die, from the complimenting Snowflake piece.
Note: there are two sheets of Rich Razzleberry cardstock in the Regal Pack. That is
enough to make one card. If you want to make more than one card you will need the
extra pack of Rich Razzleberry.
For Penguin
Cut one piece of thick basic white cardstock about 1 ½” x 3” to stamp eyes on
Cut one piece of basic black cardstock to about 1 ¾” x 3”
You will need a small piece of Pumpkin Pie cardstock to cut nose and feet from
Stamps & Dies
Penguin Place Bundle
Layering Circle Dies
Stitched Rectangle Dies
Ink
Rich Razzleberry Ink Pad
Versa Mark Ink Pad

Embossing Powder
White
Adhesive
Multipurpose Glue
Embellishment
Pearl Basic Jewels
Tools
Simple Shammy
Embossing Buddy
Heat Tool
Bone Folder
Paper Trimmer
Scissors
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine
Instructions
1. Cut paper all the paper from the list above.
2. Glue Striped piece measuring 3 ¾” x 5” to one piece of the Rich Razzleberry
measuring 4” x 5 ¼ ”. Place the 2nd largest smooth die on top of this piece as close
to the center as you can. Now cut a circle from this piece by running through your
die machine.
3. Next glue this piece with the circle cut out to the front of the card base. Now open
up your card and laying the front up, with inside stretched out of the way place the
same 2nd largest die into the hole that you cut from the front panel. Run through
the die machine with the card base open so as not to cut the back of the card. I
made this a two-step process because I think the cardstock is too thick to cut three
layers at one time.
4. Now let’s assembly the penguin. Stamp the eyes first then cut the center of the
penguin out of Basic White using the punch. Stamp the heart onto the body of the
penguin. Next punch out the outside of the penguin using the basic black
cardstock. Punch out the feet, and I just cut a small triangle for the nose out of the
Pumpkin Pie cardstock. Glue the white part of the penguin to the black part.
Lastly glue feet and nose into position. Lay aside.

5. Glue the snowflake circle to one of the circles of Rich Razzleberry cardstock.
Glue the two strips of Rich Razzleberry 1” x 8” each together. Fold in half about
the 4” mark.
6. Stamp the sentiment Happy Birthday on the piece of cardstock cut 3 ¾” x 5”
using the Rich Razzleberry Ink. Make sure the Happy Birthday is about the center
of the front circle when held in place. Lay aside. You can now emboss the
sentiment on the piece of Rich Razzleberry Cardstock to 1” x 3 ½”. Remove the
static from the piece of cardstock, then stamp sentiment using Versamark ink.
Pour white embossing powder over sentiment then allow it to fall onto a scrap
piece of cardstock so you can put excess powder back in the jar. Tap the back of
the cardstock to remove excess powder. Using the heat gun, melt the powder.
7. Using the small stitched rectangle die that fits the sentiment run through the die
machine.
8. Glue the two circle borders to the front and inside front around the opening. Note
that the outside border edge will be larger than the hole and the inside will be
protrude past the hole inward. This will allow both to seal to the card and each
other.
9. Now close card and mark the top and bottom of the circle on the card base inside
back. Open card and lay one inch strip into the center of the circle and mark where
you want it to be. Glue strip ¼” away from the center fold of the card. Only put
glue on half of the strip! A look at my video maybe helpful on this step. Now
glue the inside sentiment piece to the other piece of Rich Razzleberry cardstock
cut to 4” x 5 ¼ ”. Glue to the inside of the card on top of the glued half of the
strip. Now glue one solid circle to the underneath side of the strip that is folded
over. Be careful to check the positioning with the front. Once that is in place and
glued to the strip, glue the top circle with the snowflake on top to the top of the
strip, matching circles.
10. Lastly position your penguin making sure it is in the center of your front card open
circle and glue to the circle on the inside.
11. Adhere the sentiment to the upper right front of the card.
12. Glue three Pearl Basic Jewels beside the penguin. You are now finished!
Stampin’ UP does not sell these but they are very helpful in card making
Reverse tweezers with pointed tip
Tombow Mono sand and rubber eraser combo
Adhesive Remover (2”x2” block”

